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Introduction

Who Are The Standard-Setters?

The defining feature of most forms distance education is that learners and teachers are not within eyesight of each other. They may also be separated in time (asynchronous learning). In electronic learning, or e-Learning, instructors, at times, may be a machine, as in computer-based training or computer-based tutorials (CBT). e-Learning or Web-based learning, a relatively new form of distance education, is only now being integrated into distance learning research literature. It is, however, rapidly becoming the dominant form of distance learning delivery in developed countries.

This article focuses on the e-Learning that institutions of higher education make available to an ever-growing student body. However, this article does not consider e-Learning as created by, and provided for, for-profit non-educational organizations. Nor does it consider e-Learning in the context of the K-12 system. Instead, the purpose here is to present a matrix within which to examine, compare, contrast, and synthesize the standards of e-Learning quality that have been proposed in the literature.

Higher education institutions in the US have a long history of independence from governmental control. The US constitution, unlike the constitutions of many other countries, gives individual states the right to determine how the education of its citizenry should be organized and monitored. All 50 states have chosen to allow tertiary education to be largely self-governing and self-policing, similar to those organizational models used...
by the mediaeval guilds that reserved the right to professional training, certification, and censure of its members.

While providers of higher education, colleges, and universities, are long lasting and frequently appear to be permanent fixtures in the teaching and learning landscape, the seekers of learning tend to be temporary members of these “guilds.” As a result, the seekers (students) are not organized into lasting associations or other groupings that can effectively influence the education they seek. Naturally, there are exceptions to this; one need only look back in time to the sit-ins and demonstrations of the 1960s to find a time when student pressure rocked the academic establishment. But, in general, such upheavals have been limited in time and level of influence. It remains that the primary influences in tertiary education in the US are: 1) professional faculty associations; 2) regional accrediting agencies that have the charge of guiding and evaluating education providers; and 3) university faculty and administrators. These three groups are the main players in the arena of presenting and debating standards of quality for electronically mediated teaching and learning in US higher education.

**Distance Education and the World Wide Web**

Distance education in the US comes out of the tradition of “independent learning,” in which learners who did not have ready geographical access to a physical campus, studied on their own using materials (e.g., texts, assignments, exams) mailed to them by universities. The norm in independent learning has been that learners do not follow the standard university terms (semesters, trimesters, or quarters) nor do they have a known cohort group with whom to interact. A considerable amount of print-based independent learning still occurs across the US. Although e-Learning may be offered in this non-term, non-cohort fashion, the quality standards considered in this article apply primarily to group-based, time-limited activities. In fact, most providers of standards still operate within a paradigm that mimics the “group of learners coming together to study with an expert” tradition. However, other standards of quality will be needed for the emerging e-Learning forms of individual tutoring and non instructor-led, on-demand Web-based learning.

Certain attributes of the World Wide Web that have fueled the explosion of learning opportunities include: capacity to enable sharing of rich media files (pictures, complex diagrams, video, audio); and interactivity of electronic communication in user-friendly modalities such as email, bulletin boards, and simultaneous chat rooms, as well as more bandwidth intensive forms of Web-enabled video and audio teleconferencing. A third attribute, the non-linearity of the platform-independent standards of hypertext markup language (HTML) and its successors, has so far been much less employed in designing WWW education. In fact, most of the “best designed” e-Learning still follow the hierarchical, linear, sequential mode of presenting learning material, in that learners are “forced” to proceed through their learning experience in a chronological fashion. Many such examples of e-Learning garner the derogatory epithet “HTML page-turners.”

Why has e-Learning gathered such momentum? With the increasing pace of change, most of us need to continue to acquire university-level understanding and knowledge throughout our working lives. This learning, combined with our involvement with family, community, and work, encompasses an ever-larger slice of our 24-hour pie. Secondly, because we continue to locate our places of residence further away from our places of employment and education, we also find ourselves increasingly caught in gridlock as we attempt to move from one location to the other. The question becomes: When can we access the thinking and new ideas we need to be successful in our profession, or the art
we need to excite our soul? The emerging answer seems that we seek such learning as we commute in the car, train, or ferry, or after the evening news, during lunch hour, or on company time.

_The brave new pioneers who choose to experiment in e-Learning are often those who are challenged by constraints of time and space. In addition, various authors have drawn conclusions that those who will be most successful in online learning have certain personality traits or characteristics, such as independence, assertiveness, persistence, and a reflective attitude_ (Wahlstrom, Williams, and Shea, 2003; Gibson, 1998; and Gilbert, 2001).

However, learners’ criteria for quality in their e-Learning experiences are generally not well understood. There are not yet any _Consumer Reports_ from the learner’s perspective. e-Learning is most frequently offered by institutions at prices representing “full cost recovery” (which, in the US, means programs that are not supported by state or government tax-based expenditures, are instead required to be fully self financing, including all overhead costs). Nevertheless, learners certainly apply market tests for these expenditures – specifically quality and service value. Although institutions pay attention to the evaluations learners offer of their experiences, we are not always sure we are asking the right questions on the often-lengthy end-of-course evaluations. More research remains to be done to fully explore consumer standards for e-Learning and to integrate those standards with traditional academic institutional concerns. In the face of the lack of consumer information, this article presents and assesses the points of view of the academic institutions, rather than that of the “education consumer.”

**Standards Domains**

What, then, constitutes the quality of e-Learning from the viewpoint of the educator? The following nine domains are repeatedly described in the literature:

1. **Institutional Commitment**

   One frequently mentioned domain is that of institutional or executive commitment to the education and the provision of learning. Yet there is considerable variation in the understanding of what constitutes such a commitment. The Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE) presents nine aspects of the domain of “commitment” (WICHE, 2001). These encompass such aspects as financial commitment, the physical plant, articulation and other policies, technical support, legal compliance, etc. The Institute for Higher Education Policy in the report _Quality on the Line: Benchmarks for Success in Internet-Based Distance Education_ emphasizes technological aspects of institutional support in terms of having a technology plan, security, redundancy in the delivery structure, and systems for maintenance of the technological infrastructure (IHE, 2000). Although the American Council on Education (ACE, 1996) adds faculty and staff development and a commitment to research to their list activities relating to “organizational commitment,” it does not specify that the research needs to be directly related to distance education.

2. **Technology**

   The technological infrastructure necessary for the delivery of a quality e-Learning program is often described separately as a second domain. While none of the assessors
venture to set absolutes such as: “There must be technological opportunity for synchronous interaction between learners and teachers,” they generally include such aspects as security and privacy of data and communication as well as the need for interactivity. None of the reports and position papers this author has reviewed, indicate availability of materials (text, video, audio) as essential as a highly rated component of a quality education program. This is hardly surprising given that the standards-writers arrive at their proposals from the context of traditional educational institutions in which the role of faculty is paramount to their mission. But failure to stipulate standards for instructional materials is curious in light of the recent announcement by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), that will make available on the Web a large portion of its instructional materials (such as syllabi, papers, lecture notes) created and used by its professors (http://ocw.mit.edu/index.html). In terms of the standards described here and listed in the references, the MIT project does not qualify as an educational program, nor – obviously – does MIT think it is. In the type of distance education assumed by the standards documents reviewed in this article, the role of technology in permitting access to materials is to foster interactivity among students and between students and teachers. This interactivity is generally left undefined by the documents, and, in many cases, interaction with a computer in a complex branching program that guides the learner in a “step-and-remediation” process will qualify as interactive. On the other hand, most documents mention faculty in one or more of the standards, though generally not under the heading of technology. For example, the American Association for Higher Education says: “Good practice encourages contacts between students and faculty” (AAHE, 2000). The American Federation of Teachers report Distance Education: Guidelines for Good Practice posits: “Close personal interaction should be maintained in distance education courses among students and between students and teachers” (AFT, 2001). The IHE report of March 2000 under “Teaching and Learning” writes: “Student interaction with faculty and other students is an essential characteristic and is facilitated through a variety of technologies including voice mail and / or email” (IHE, 2000). The common underlying assumption of these standards document is that a human guide is available in the form of a faculty member or instructor who leads the student group toward a learning goal. To my knowledge, we have not yet in the US, begun to grapple with quality standards in non instructor-led education. In most cases, the standards under the heading “technology” have yet to identify criteria related to the functions of material access and interactivity, as well as to deeper technical issues such as system maintenance, up-time, redundancy, network access, and so on.

3. Student Services

A third aspect of quality standards concerns neither teaching nor learning, but is instead centered on student services. This domain can be subdivided into the services needed before students’ entrance to a virtual classroom, support during the learning experience, and the continued connection between learners and the institution after the particular course or program has been completed.

Prospective students need to find out, first and foremost, that the learning opportunity exists and to obtain accurate information about it. For a provider organization, the decision to create an e-Learning program must be based, in part, on an assessment of a learning need in an identifiable and reachable group of potential learners. The first of the seven AFT standards mentions that “distance education students should be given advance information about course requirements, equipment, and techniques for succeeding in a distance learning environment …” (AFT, 2001), while the IHE study adds that: “students are informed of and have easy access to information about the programs, including
admission, tuition and fees, books and supplies, and student support services” (IHE, 2000). However, none of the standards documents include benchmarks of quality market research and marketing processes as a domain to be included in an evaluation of the educational program. There is a fine line between marketing efforts and providing accurate and timely information to prospective students, and such documents and processes should be included in the assessment of the pre-program student services.

As the “inquirer” becomes a “prospect” in marketing jargon, more hands-on activities occur. The advising role of student services begins, and both practical and academic counseling and advising are frequently mentioned as necessary to a quality e-Learning program. Systems such as toll-free phone numbers with clearly stated hours of operations, database-driven student management software (contact management), advising chat-rooms, and many other tools are used experimentally across the US. In addition, technical training through required or optional pre-program “how to use our virtual facilities” processes, is offered at many institutions. Thirdly, easily accessible and clearly worded statements of time-to-completion, student evaluation, financial aid, stop-out policies, etc., are often cited as examples of quality student services.

An aspect of a quality educational program sometimes subsumed under instructional design, sometimes under teaching and learning, and sometimes under student services, is access to supporting materials. We generally see this as access to an electronically available library, such as the California Digital Library (http://www.cdlib.org/). However, an evaluator might also want to assess the quality of any electronic course packets and reading lists as well as supplementary video and audio recordings under the rubric of supporting materials.

The American image of a “student” relies heavily on campus-centric traditions. Hence, in the US, there is an understandable encouragement of students to become active participants in out-of-class student activities for such potentially self-serving reasons as enhancing degree completion rates, and because researchers (Astin, 1993) report that acculturation into the larger entity of the learning and research body of practice, adds value to the kind and level of learning students’ are able to attain. Many universities currently attempt to forge virtual student-government organizations, student health services available online, career services, and even “virtual football.” As a learner progresses from novice to certificate or degree recipient, virtual alumni associations are also beginning to be mentioned.

4. Instructional Design and Course Development

Many parties are also offering standards for the design and development of e-Learning programs. A report from The Pennsylvania State University titled *An Emerging Set of Guidelines for the Design and Development of Distance Education* (IDE, 1998) presents the following five aspects of course design with specific principles for each: 1) learning goals and content presentation; 2) interactions; 3) assessment and measurement; 4) instructional media and tools; and 5) learner services and support. While all the standards-proposals describe the need for the design of the virtual classroom to be based on educational outcome objectives, some go as far as to specify that these must be at higher levels of learning such as abstract thinking and critical reasoning (SREB, 2001). For-profit providers of e-Learning content or courseware and the corporations that create and employ e-Learning in their internal workforce, development strategies often include standards of effective and efficient program development processes (project management) in this category (See, for example, Berge, 2001 and Mantyla, 2000-2001).
Given that this study is based on standards proposed primarily by academic institutions and organizations, we have difficulty separating instructional design from instruction. In academe, it is generally the same person, the faculty member, who does it all: determines what the course objectives are, what the learners are to study, when and how students should study, and when and how to conduct assessment. The same faculty member also provides lectures, seminars, and discussions that form the link between the content, its scope, selection, and sequencing, and students’ learning outcomes. However, in e-Learning it is crucial to separate the two roles since it is not given that the person who develops materials for a course will be the one, or the only one, to teach from these.

Design and development of e-Learning, then, is comprised of all the activities that go into getting ready to enable learning to take place. Unlike traditional education, however, e-Learning is heavily front-loaded. Electronic course design takes considerable time, effort, and money, and the results of instructional design decisions are not easily changed. Benchmarks of quality for instructional design as divorced from the process of utilizing that design to facilitate learning (commonly known as “teaching”) tend to state that the design must flow from the objectives – a lofty goal – and that it must enable interactivity. The type and function of this interactivity is not defined and is traditionally left up to the faculty to determine. In addition, we are only beginning to explore how instructional design needs to vary by discipline or by the type of educational outcome objective. Informal discussions occur in many venues of how Web layout and functionality for an electronic course may vary when the objective is to list the steps in performing a multiple regression analysis (considered a lower-level skill); or to evaluate whether the most appropriate statistical techniques have been employed in a research article in a particular field of study (considered a higher-order cognitive practice) (Bloom, 1956 and 1964).

The design imperative of enabling interactivity is based on the assumption that learning occurs through discourse, or at least that the kind of learning opportunities that educational institutions offer occurs through such activity. Interestingly, the development of instructorless CBT does not make this assumption, nor do software-based tutorial programs. However, these tend to have objectives at the Bloom’s taxonomy levels of knowledge, comprehension, and application, rather than the university levels of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. Can instructorless courses (Schank, 2002) be designed that demonstrably develop learners’ creativity, innovativeness, and abstract thinking? From such studies we will be better able to assess the quality of instructional design separately from instruction.

5. Instruction and Instructors

The fifth domain of quality is that of instruction and instructor services. What is quality instruction at a distance? In addition to the benchmarks of quality instruction in a face-to-face setting (such as depth of knowledge of the instructor, presentation and organizational skills, encouraging attitudes toward student dialog, feedback and guidance, etc.), one issue crops up in most of the standards documents: that the distance learner is mostly solitary. The first principle of good practice from the American Association for Higher Education, for example, states: “Good practice encourages contacts between students and faculty” (AAHE, 2000). In the traditional setting, this occurs in a lecture or seminar where during an hour or two the contacts are between one teacher and several learners, with the possible addition of some one-on-one outside-of-class exchange when brave learners venture to seek out faculty members during office hours. However, unless the instructional design of the electronically mediated course overtly emphasizes the students as a group of learners, individual students are most likely to perceive themselves as interacting within a mutually exclusive student / tutor relationship with the instructor.
It is obvious that this orientation contrasts with the tradition of lecturing to 100, 200, or 1,000 students at one time. Experiments of an instructional team with defined responsibilities comprising the professor, the teaching assistants, and invited guest moderators (e.g., the course Learning Theories and Classroom Practices at the University of California Irvine at http://www.gse.uci.edu/ed173, or at the Open University in the UK http://www.open.ac.uk/frames.html), which employs tutors supporting small groups of learners, are of great interest to universities in coping with the dilemma of class size in e-Learning.

Instructor services, as is the case with student services, can be divided into pre, during, and post course services. Prior to teaching, an instructor must feel comfortable utilizing the media of the course and hence may need training and guidance. During an e-Learning class, personnel must be available at the institution to assist instructors to resolve issues of a technological nature or to mediate difficulties in student and faculty perceptions of what constitutes good instructional practice, such as, for example, reasonable response time. Just as with on-ground instruction, the faculty member must have access to post-course assistance related to evaluation (course, instructor, and student) etc. In addition, as the WICHE guidelines spell out: “Issues of workload, compensation, and intellectual property ownership (should) have been discussed with faculty and agreements worked out” (WICHE, 2001).

6. Delivery

Some standards document a sixth category, program delivery, as a separate domain. This may or may not include student and instructor services. The WICHE guidelines place delivery under “institutional context,” noting such aspects as coordination, oversight, and articulation as parts of this domain. The Southern Regional Education Board (SREB, 2000) provides 15 principles of program management, which include such aspects as monitoring students to ensure academic honesty, content revision and oversight, technical requirements for acceptable access, recourse for appeal if a Web-based course is not delivered as described, and so on. Good program delivery depends on two aspects: 1) defined policies, procedures, responsibilities; and 2) communication, and fair and impartial management. In the best of all possible worlds, program delivery and program administration should be transparent to learners, just as the existence of the power plant on campus generally is.

7. Finances

The headlong rush to develop courses and programs for e-Learning, sometimes fails to heed standard business and accounting practices. The bill is coming due. Many assumed, for example, that the intellectual property fixed in HTML was so valuable that it would have years of shelf-life and could be licensed and / or sold over and over with only minor maintenance. Many also had delusions that the cost of one instructor at regular salary levels could be spread over hundreds of full tuition students and enable a rapid economy of scale. Neither of these assumptions has proven true. Hence, the financial health and responsible business planning of e-Learning programs is a necessary and yet-to-be addressed domain of evaluation standards.

As with all educational programs, there are fixed and variable costs of e-Learning. Universities, which have undertaken the production of full in-house programs from scratch, have often discovered to their dismay that expenditures per course are not inversely proportional to volume of courses to be produced. Instead of a factory model of
production, many institutions treat online course development as a cottage industry where each new course is handcrafted. An interesting benefit of this practice is the discussion and nascent development of “learning objects,” the theory being that such molecules of learning can be developed once and then shared and / or licensed to others. Large-scale standards experiments are currently in progress following this line of thought (See http://www.wiadlcolab.org; http://www.adlnet.org, and http://www imsproject.org). The licensing of content, whether in the form of objects or of complete or partial courses, is generally based on the business model where the content owner receives a per-student royalty in return for the university being able to use that content in a university-approved and offered course. If the intellectual property owner figures it has cost $40,000 to produce the IP and accepts a per-student royalty of $100, the profits begin to arrive with the 401st student. This is a financial risk, of course, and what is more, it may be in opposition to a university’s perceived mission (i.e., most faculty would balk at the idea of using another professor’s lecture notes, yet we have no trouble using someone else’s textbook). However the hybrid model of combining licensed learning objects with university-developed specialty content has promise. This is so, because it enables the university to focus on its primary strength, innovative thought, while licensing or buying the more mundane necessary objects that lead a learner onward, such as self-tests, “bridge” units that connect one topic with the preceding topics, and standard graphs, charts, and diagrams. Many textbook publishers are looking at such a model with interest and are at work disaggregating their traditional bound textbooks into defined, tagged, retrievable, and sharable learning objects.

Some e-Learning programs work on a full-cost recovery model where student tuition is intended to cover all the programs’ costs, while others must work within the funding models (usually average daily attendance) dictated by their respective state. (In the US, it is common for state governments to funnel resources to local schools according to a set formula of funding per capita of the attending student body. Hence, the school only receives funding based on the number of students who show up on any given day.) Either way, the financial management of the distance learning enterprise is an important component of the total assessment of the program’s quality and ability to sustain itself. Most standards documents do not set more specific criteria for financial health than: “There must be financial and administrative commitment” (ACE, 1996) and “The institution’s budgets and policy statements reflect its commitment to the students for whom its electronically offered programs are designed” (WICHE, 2000).

8. Regulatory and Legal Compliance

Regulations governing e-Learning are growing. The two primary sources of regulation in the US are the regional accreditation agencies that have a long history in the US, and the 1990 Federal Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements (See, for example, detailed specifications of ADA-compliant web design at:


An accrediting agency, such as WASC (Western Association of Schools and Colleges), or NCASC (North Central Association of Schools and Colleges), has as its charge to set standards of quality practice and to guide institutions toward achieving those standards. In addition to the concerns described above, regional accreditation agencies and schools must follow applicable state and federal laws. The WICHE report states as its first benchmark:
The institution seeks to understand the legal and regulatory requirements of the jurisdictions in which it operates, e.g. requirements for service to those with disabilities, copyright law, state and national requirements for institutions offering educational programs, international restrictions such as export of sensitive information or technologies, etc. (WICHE, 2000, p. 4).

There is considerable discussion within the e-Learning community about how best to ensure ADA compliance. Many believe that e-Learning holds great promise, especially for learners with physical and mental challenges. Suggestions, such as ensuring that every “talking head” or interview segment also has an accompanying text for those who cannot hear the audio or that audio files describe what happens in a visual simulation for those who cannot see it, are being taken seriously. Legal compliance has also focused on intellectual property law, which is in a state of flux. Intellectual property issues are hotly debated both in our US governing bodies and on campuses. Being so new, the e-Learning field is still trying to find its way through the constantly changing legal landscape.

9. Evaluation

Program evaluation is frequently listed as a separate domain in standards documentation. While assessment of student achievement is normally described as part of instructional design and tied to specific course objectives, program evaluation is a meta-activity that incorporates all the aspects of the e-Learning experience. Among its benchmarks, the IHE identified the following three criteria:

1. “The program’s educational effectiveness and teaching / learning process is assessed through an evaluation process that uses several methods and applies specific standards.

2. Data on enrollment, costs, and successful / innovative uses of technology are used to evaluate program effectiveness.

3. Intended learning outcomes are reviewed regularly to ensure clarity, utility, and appropriateness.” (IHE, 2000)

The WICHE accreditation document includes these components:

“5d. Overall program effectiveness is determined by such measures as:

1. The extent to which student learning matches intended outcomes, including for degree programs both the goals of general education and the objectives of the major.

2. The extent to which student intent is met.

3. Student retention rates, including variations over time.

4. Student satisfaction, as measured by regular surveys.

5. Faculty satisfaction, as measured by regular surveys and by formal and informal peer review processes.

6. The extent to which access is provided to students not previously served.
7. Measures of the extent to which library and learning resources are used appropriately by the program’s students.

8. Measures of student competence in fundamental skills such as communication, comprehension, and analysis.

9. Cost effectiveness of the program to its students, as compared to campus-based alternatives.”

Program evaluation includes the assessment that students make of their learning experience (point 4 above). At the University of California Irvine, we are experimenting with a Web-based evaluation form comprised of the following seven areas of questions: 1) course content; 2) course design; 3) course materials; 4) instructor and instruction; 5) online student services; 6) overall comments; and 7) a few items asking about demographic information.

As always with program evaluation measures and processes, it is critical to build these into the program design from the beginning. That, of course, is in no way unique to e-Learning.

**Conclusion and Current Issues**

The final section of this article will explore some of the current issues and research needs within the nine sets of standards identified above. To recap, the domains are:

1. Executive commitment
2. Technological infrastructure
3. Student services
4. Design and development
5. Instruction and instructor services
6. Program delivery
7. Financial health
8. Legal and regulatory requirements
9. Program evaluation

What are the issues associated with development of e-Learning programs, as they become an ever-larger segment of the higher education enterprise? Each arena has its own concerns and research agendas.

**Executive Commitment**

Consumers of higher education rightfully expect universities to be around for a long time. They expect that if an institution offers a program on-ground or online, it will demonstrate the organizational commitment to see the admitted students through. For the e-Learning center to gain such institutional commitment is a human process of relationship management, willingness to meet skepticism and probing questions, and taking the risk of being wrong. Stakeholders and gatekeepers must all be invited to the table along with the converted advocates. It will be advantageous to the higher learning providers to encourage research on the processes of developing e-Learning capabilities in both separate centers of service and fully integrated models. Such studies may reasonably come out of our graduate schools of management.
Technological Infrastructure

The central issue in courseware development at the moment is the potential for developing reusable learning objects, tagging them in a systematic way, storing them in well-designed databases, and retrieving and recombining them with other objects to create customized learning experiences for specific needs. In the learning management arena, technical solutions are required to track student-learning performance. With respect to student services, we are grappling with questions of how to engage learners who have never set foot on campus, how to make them feel part of the university community, and how to advise and guide them through technical interfaces. For content experts and instructors, we are looking for more user-friendly tools to enable them to create excellent learning materials and intellectual meeting spaces easily and quickly. We also see an explosion in the number of people wirelessly attached to their personal digital assistants and who want their learning programs compressed to a screen the size of a palm. And, of course, we need all these technical innovations to interface seamlessly with all legacy systems. All of these issues point to interdisciplinary studies that merge pedagogy with technical tools.

Student Services

Student service departments worry about financial aid regulations and about advising. Since the number of students served continues to be a benchmark of both academic and financial success, the issue of compromise between marketing, which has a tendency toward hyperbole, and accurate information and high program admissions standards is a constant. Another desire of student services is to be able to offer prompt and high quality tutorial assistance to those students who need it.

What are the most effective ways of advising students who never set foot on campus? How do we build a virtual community that they can feel a part of? In general, we are still at a stage where each institution may present “this is how we did it” at local and national conferences, but we do not yet have published qualitative or quantitative studies leading to replicable results. There is a considerable research gap in the arena of student services.

Design and Development

Instructional design for the World Wide Web is based on the temporal, chronological models of speech, where one has to speak one word at a time. Few examples of e-Learning courses are truly non-linear. Yet those programs, which are intended for students under age 30, are enrolling learners who are fully at ease in an avatar-and-bot world. While we are used to controlling learning by requiring that module 1 be completed before the learner has access to module 2, many younger learners have no such predispositions. How do we design non-sequential instruction?

In development, we need faster “time to market.” Rather than sequentially developing courses, we need to outsource components and develop them simultaneously. This requires much higher skills in project specifications and project management than we are used to in universities. We also need multi-skilled staff who can take on intellectual property law one minute and come up with solutions to “make or buy” valid student assessment instruments the next.

The research questions that emerge include those of linearity and non-linearity in enabling learning. What is the optimum level of control and for whom? We hope that
graduate schools of education will take up such questions as they study the learning practices that are developing among the younger generations. Secondly, the skills of the new breed of educational manager deserve elucidation as the creation of educational opportunities at a distance increasingly involves multi-disciplinary teams rather than traditional individual faculty members.

**Instruction and Instructor Services**

The issue of greatest concern, and perhaps the one about which less is known, centers on the question: How can we specify what quality online instruction is beyond what we already know as quality instruction in a face-to-face mode? In general, all the components that the various standards documents describe are those that are commonly accepted as quality instruction. An example can be seen in the seven principles of the American Federation of Teachers. In this quote, I have made a strike-through of the word “distance” to show this equivalence of the first six principles to valid principles for any kind of educational endeavor (the seventh principle is unique to this AFT document):

1. Distance students should be given advance information about course requirements, equipment, and techniques for succeeding in a distance learning environment, as well as technical training and support throughout the course.

2. Close person interaction should be maintained in distance education courses among students and between students and teachers.

3. Equivalent library materials and research opportunities should be made available to distance education students.

4. Assessment of student knowledge, skills, and knowledge should be as rigorous as assessments in classroom-based courses.

5. Academic counseling and advising should be available to distance learning students at the same level it is for students in more traditional campus environments.

6. Academic faculty should shape, approve, and evaluate distance education courses.

7. Full undergraduate degree programs should include classroom-based coursework, with exceptions for students truly unable to participate in classroom education.

How does quality distance instruction differ from quality face-to-face instruction? Anecdotal evidence abounds, but we could use a meta-study approach that can analyze what has been published and draw conclusions from these, albeit scant, documents.

**Program Delivery**

Program delivery is a process of making the complexity transparent to the learners. One issue often being informally debated is how to manage learners’ expectations. If institutions set, intentionally or unintentionally, the expectation of learners that they will have their questions answered within 20 minutes of emailing their instructors, dissatisfaction is bound to result. Clear communication around expectations and relevant policies is central.
While we do need to protect our students’ right to privacy in an online classroom, it would behoove us to allow researcher “lurkers” to conduct studies in a supervised manner. We need to discover how the student-instructor interactions occur, how such interactions are perceived by both parties, and how to support those that best enable learning. We welcome this research direction.

**Financial Health**

Financial management of e-Learning is now often one of making a “.com” within a “.edu.” Transitioning from an allowance-model of financial management wherein a department is given a certain dollar amount to spend, to a revenue-generation model, is a major jolt to many university centers. In addition, current practices of development and then delivery of online education have incurred enormous start-up costs and are showing only sporadic return on investment. Attempts in project-based budgeting and accounting, licensing learning objects, sharing risk and reward, and putting chokeholds on development costs, are all part of a steep learning curve for universities.

It is clear that studies of budgetary and financing models of e-Learning are following a moving target. It has been the author’s experience that, while the “going price” of per capita licensing of full-course electronic content was about US$200 only a year ago, it is rapidly descending to the US$50 range. In addition, the pricing of course components, such as learning objects, is quite new to content-providers. Comparative studies are needed of pricing models between the educational “industry” and other component-buying industries, such as clothing manufacturing or high technology equipment assembly.

**Legal and Regulatory Requirements**

The rapidly changing environment surrounding copyright and intellectual property law means we must be more vigilant than ever. We must balance our hungry need to put our innovative program “out there” against the equal need for the university to be reasonably protected against risk of unintentional errors. An increasing number of institutions of higher learning are adopting well-crafted generic contracts for the licensing of courseware and content and putting into place revised copyright policies. Studies and interpretations of intellectual property rights are extremely valuable to the e-Learning community.

**Program Evaluation**

The literature on e-Learning program evaluation is naturally skimpy, since few fully developed programs have arrived at a stage where summative evaluation is possible. However, we should soon be seeing articles describing solid attempts and preliminary findings based on in-progress or formative evaluation processes that go beyond the anecdotal. The research body of knowledge of formal program evaluation should be brought to bear on these endeavors.

In conclusion, I believe the distinction between face-to-face and online will soon merge in both quality standard setting and practice. As pedagogy and learning needs drive educational design, every possible mutation of physical and virtual meetings of minds will be created and be grounded in pedagogical purpose. It is a grand time to be an educator.
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Endnotes

1. Please contact the author for access to a sample student course evaluation tool.